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(and many others)

dream of:
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Motivation

A bit easier …
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…



Motivation

◼ 1. Performance of players

→ need performance metrics

◼ 2. Ice hockey is a team sport

→ important to identify players that play particularly 

well together (or not).



Motivation

◼ On ice: usually two defenders, three forwards, 

and a goaltender

◼ Performance metrics for individuals and

pairs:

 defender pairs are natural

 more data on forward pairs than triplets

 mixed pairs not studied



Performance metrics - traditional

◼ Offensive: G: goals, A: assists, TP: points, GWG: game winning goals, 

PPG: powerplay goals, SOG: Shots on goal

◼ Defensive: HITS: hits, BKS: blocked shots

◼ +/-: plus-minus

◼ PIM: penalty minutes

◼ Time: GP: games played, TOI: time on ice



Performance metrics - advanced

◼ Corsi: (Shots on goal FOR + missed shots FOR + 

blocked shots FOR) – (Shots on goal AGAINST + 

missed shots AGAINST + blocked shots AGAINST)

 “+/- for shots”

 Better predictor for future goal differential than past goal 

differential

 Critique: what if shots are not of good quality?

◼ Fenwick (usat) unblocked shots: (Shots on goal FOR + 

missed shots FOR) – (Shots on goal AGAINST + missed 

shots AGAINST)

 Interesting to look at when blocking is an intentional strategy



Performance metrics - advanced

◼ xG (Expected Goals): assigns a value to each shot, 

based on the likelihood of the shot resulting in a goal.

 “not all shots are equal”

 Uses unblocked shots

 Incorporates shot location, rebounds, rushes

 Prediction for future goals similar to Corsi

◼ Corsi/Fenwick/xG For percentage

 X For / (X For + X against)

 > 50 % is good outcome



Performance metrics - advanced

◼ Corsi/Fenwick/xG Relative to teammates

 Compare value for team when player is on the ice with value 

when player is not on the ice

◼ Score adjusted metrics

 Uses league-average shots in different situations (leading/trailing 

with x, or tied)

 Favors teams in the lead (raises value)

 Better predictability



Performance metrics - advanced

Critique on advanced metrics:  context

Some new approaches:

- Schulte group (this presentation)

- Schuckers group: THOR (Total Hockey Rating)

- Thomas et al.: hazard function models

- Gramacy et al: uses regularized logic regression
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Action Impact Model

◼ Based on the work by Routley and Schulte 

2015*

◼ Idea:

 Define state s = < c, ps > 

where c is a context and ps is a play sequence

 Actions are performed in states

 Define impact of action in a state 

 Define player impact based on action impacts

*Schulte’s group presented a more extended model at IJCAI 2018.



Action Impact Model

Context



Action Impact Model

Events



Action Impact Model

A play sequence is defined as 

◼ the empty sequence or 

◼ a sequence of events 

 first event: start marker

 (possible) next events: action events

 (possible) last event: end event  

(→complete sequence)



Action Impact Model

Routley and Schulte, 2015



Action Impact Model

Routley and Schulte, 2015

State s = < c, ps > 

Context

Play sequence



Action Impact Model

◼ Actions are performed in states

< c, ps > * a =

< c, append (ps,a) > if state has no end event

(add action to play sequence, e.g., shot)

< c’ ,  empty-set >        if state has end event

(change context, e.g., after a goal)



Action Impact Model

Based on play-by-play data:

◼ Occurrences of state s: Occ(s)

◼ Occurrences of state s immediately followed by         

state s’: Occ(s,s’)

◼ Transition probability T(s,s’) = Occ(s,s’) / Occ(s)



Action Impact Model

Routley and Schulte, 2015

Occurrences Occurrences



Action Impact Model

Value iteration algorithm → Q-values

Reward function: goal states receive reward 1

(In single player experiments 

also goal against reward -1)

◼ Impact of action a in state s: QT(s ∗ a) − QT(s) 



Action Impact Model



Action Impact Model

Compute separate Q-values for Home and Away teams



Action Impact Model

Routley and Schulte, 2015

Reward

Occurrences Occurrences

Q-value



Player Impact

Sum of action impacts

1. Based on all actions performed by the player 

(direct impact)

2. Based on actions when the player is on the 

ice ((collective) impact)

Variants normalized by time



Player Pair Impact

Sum of action impacts when both players are 

on the ice

Variants normalized by time



Definitions of impact



Definitions of impact

”Impact” called ”collective impact” in some experiments
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Experiments

Data:  

NHL play-by-play data from the 2007-2008 

through 2013-2014 NHL season*

* As provided by Routley and Schulte



Top players 2007-2008 and 2008-

2009 for direct impact



Top players 2007-2008 and 2008-

2009 for impact



Distribution of impact values



Quantiles per game



Impact vs salary per position



Top pairs 2011-2012



Impact per minute

Variation decreases when more joint TOI

Medians highest in 16-256 minutes joint TOI



Impact per minute

Mixed pairs may have higher impact
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Conclusion - summary

◼ Investigated ways to define impact of (pairs 

of) players in ice hockey



Conclusion –

ongoing work in ice hockey

◼ Alternative reward functions for the 

performance model 

 not all goals are equally important

◼ Game prediction and season simulation


